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Labor activity in a woman is associated not only with the ability to move, contract and relax. Thanks to the movements of the muscles of the uterus, childbirth is distinguished. But
childbirth is also a generic activity. As a result of contraction of the muscles of the uterus at the ends of the cervix, an afterbirth is formed - the place of attachment of the placenta.
Childbirth can be generally divided into three stages: 1. Fight. The next stage of childbirth is the period of cervical opening, from the beginning of the contraction to the advancement of
the baby's head through the birth canal (along the figure eight). 2. Softening of the neck and then disclosure. 3. Physiological progress of the fetus. The main discomfort during childbirth
is associated with spasms that occur as a result of uterine contractions. â€œWeakeningâ€� of the muscles, that is, fetal hypoxia, leads to frequent and prolonged contractions, severe pain
in the contractions themselves and the appearance of â€œboilingâ€� of blood in the vessels that feed the fetus. Because of this, the blood supply to the fetus itself is disrupted. In
addition, the fetus presses on the vessels, tissue rejection occurs, blood flows more slowly, the heart increases in size, the uterus is also deformed, causing pain. The relaxation of the
muscles necessary for the normal passage of the fetus is called pushing. Attempts occur when the uterus contracts (actual contractions), when the cervix opens (its softening and the onset
of labor) and after the cessation of contractions. Attempts are in childbirth not only of the natural type, but also by caesarean section. The bigger the uterine rupture, the harder the
contractions
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